
Slim Hand-scan Induction-dimmable Cabinet light

Product Photo

Features :

※ Slim, streamlined design, the thickness of only 9mm,

※ High sensitivity sensor switch :hands under

the switch scan, the lights on, then once again

,the lights off.

※ Dimmable function: Hands touch for more

than one second at the touch 

switch can adjust the 

brightness(1%-100%)

※ Builb-in buckle installation, convenient;

※ Free wires outlet at both ends,pluggable

connection mode, convenient and beautiful

※ Using double and efficiency LED light

source, emitting more uniform and soft;

Switch operation instructions：

1) The power light is on and the lamp is turned off, the first time, hand scan ,the lamp is half-bright
(brightness50%).

2) In the light of the state , hand scan once again ,the lamp off; in the light of the state and your hand
scan the switch up

regulation of light in a long time to increase the brightness ,until the brightest.

3) After a long time hand scan dimmer, once again, but with the last light in the opposite 

direction dimmer, down regulation of light in a long time to decrease the brightness, until the 
darkest.

4) Released during the dimmable process or stopped the dimmable action, the lamp will keep the current
brightness.

5) After adjusting the brightness, a short hand scan, the lamp is off; Hand scan the light again, the lamp
enters the

brightness of the shutdown.

Temperature Characteristics
25℃ Ambient Temperature Electrical Characteristics
Temperature Humidity Input Voltage: DC12V
Operating -20~+40℃ Operating 10%-80%
Storage -40~+85℃ Storage 10%-80%



Technical Parameters:

Model No.
Power
(W)

Switch
Body

Material
LED
type

LED
Qty

(pcs)
CCT (K)

Lumens
(lm)

CRI
(Ra

)
Size (mm)

OLM.SZAF.R.BN.5W-300 5 Hand-Scan
Induction

Aluminum 2835 30 4000-4500 380+10% 80 300*40*10.5mm

OLM.SZAF.R.BN.9W-600 9 Hand-Scan
Induction

Aluminum 2835 66 4000-4500 680+10% 80 600*40*10.5 mm

CCT Range: WW: 2700-3200K , NW: 4000-4500K , CW: 5800-6500K

Product Applications:

Cabinets, Wardrobes, Closet, Nightstand, Desk

OLM.SZAF.R.BC.5W-300 3000

3000OLM.SZAF.R.BC.9W-600



Installation instructions

1. Using  two  metal  mounting  clips  with  screws  on  the  installation  position,  and  the  two  metal
mounting clips are in the same level.

2. Insert the cabinet lamp on the metal mounting clips..

3. Connect the power cord to the power supply.



2 –in-1 Blister Kit ：

Item
Strip
light Adapter 

Junction
box

1m Mid-
connect

wire

1.5M
Input
wire

Clips Screw

Quantity
(PCS)

1 1 1 1 1 2 4

No. ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦

Installation：

Packaging Guide

Model No. PCS/CTN Carton Size /CM

OLM.SZAF.R.BN.5W-300 20 Kits/ Ctn 44*37*31CM

OLM.SZAF.R.BN.9W-600 20 Kits/ Ctn 70*31*31CM


